EDITORIAL
Clinical Prediction Rules: Time to Sacrifice the Holy Cow
of Specificity?
For those of us practicing orthopaedic manual physical therapy (OMPT)—and, in fact, for all evidence-based manual
medicine practitioners—it truly is an exciting time. Only a few years ago, systematic reviews and meta-analyses were
indicating a lack of evidence to support the use of manipulation for patients with acute and chronic low back pain1;
similarly they noted no or, at best, inconclusive evidence for manipulative interventions if not combined with active
exercise in patients with mechanical neck pain2–4. Now in short succession research has provided us with a number
of clinical prediction rules to guide our OMPT diagnosis and manipulative intervention in patients with mechanical
back and neck pain5–9.
Why are these clinical prediction rules so different from the earlier negative or inconclusive meta-analyses and
systematic reviews? Clinical prediction rules are decision-making tools that contain predictor variables obtained from
patient history, examination, and simple diagnostic tests; they can assist in making a diagnosis, establishing prognosis, or determining appropriate management10. As Childs and Flynn11 pointed out, if studies included in a systematic
review or meta-analysis use no patient classification other than the broad category of non-specific low back (or neck)
pain, the resultant heterogenous study samples pretty much preclude finding real effects of any specific intervention.
In contrast, the recent clinical prediction rules all aim to identify a more homogenous diagnostic subgroup of patients
that is expected to respond to manipulative intervention. As such, these prediction rules are part of what seems to be
a paradigm shift currently occurring within OMPT. The once predominant mechanism-based classification system
that is based on the premise that impairments identified during examination are the cause of musculoskeletal pain
and dysfunction12 is increasingly being replaced by treatment-based classification systems13–15. In the treatment-based
system, a cluster of signs and symptoms from the patient history and physical examination is used to classify patients
into subgroups with specific implications for management13.
What do these recent clinical prediction rules tell us? Flynn et al5 developed a clinical prediction rule consisting
of five predictor criteria to identify a subgroup of patients with non-specific low back pain who were likely to benefit
from thrust manipulation. This rule was subsequently validated by Childs et al6, who calculated an adjusted odds ratio
of 114.7 at the 1-week follow-up and one of 60.8 for a positive functional outcome at the 4-week follow-up for patients
who were positive on the rule (≥4 predictor criteria present) and received manipulation versus those patients who
were negative on the rule and received exercise. Fritz et al7 derived a subsequent two-factor rule from this prediction
rule and reported a positive likelihood ratio of 7.2 for a positive outcome in patients with low back pain positive on
both predictor variables and treated with manipulation.
Tseng et al8 identified six predictor variables for an immediate positive response to cervical manipulation in patients with neck pain including patients diagnosed with cervical spondylosis with or without radiculopathy, cervical
herniated disk, myofascial pain syndrome, and cervicogenic headache. An increasing number of predictor variables
present led to progressively higher positive likelihood ratios of an immediate positive response to manipulation: 4
predictor variables present yielded a likelihood ratio of 5.33 and an 89% probability of a successful manipulation8.
Cleland et al9 derived six predictor variables in patients with mechanical neck pain without neurological involvement,
indicating a likely positive response to a combination of three different thoracic thrust manipulations, one simple
cervical range of motion exercise, and patient education. They suggested using a criterion of 3/6 variables present as
a sufficient research-based indication for the use of thoracic manipulation in patients with mechanical neck pain: 3
of 6 variables present yielded a positive likelihood ratio of 5.5 and an 86% probability of a successful outcome. Table
1 provides the predictor variables in the various clinical prediction rules.
So, how do we get from these prediction rules to questioning the validity of what is undoubtedly the most firmly
held belief or—to return to the premise of this editorial—the sacred cow of the mechanism-based classification systems at the basis of not just the various approaches to OMPT but seemingly prominent throughout the whole manual
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medicine community, that is, the concept of specificity? As was likely the case for many of you, I was taught in the case of a
hypomobility that was possibly amenable to manipulation to identify not only the segmental level of dysfunction but also the
direction of restriction and even the endfeel indicating the tissue responsible for said restriction. This then in theory also indicated the most appropriate manual technique to use for addressing the identified hypomobile spinal segment or sacroiliac
joint. Within the mechanism-based classification systems still very prevalent in OMPT education, a technique is required to
be specific as to segment, direction, and tissue responsible for the lack of mobility. Now, in the lumbar manipulation prediction rule, there is, in fact, mention of segmental mobility findings. However, we can hardly label these as specific, especially
because the intervention used is, in fact, a manipulative technique purported to affect the sacroiliac joint. Both Tseng et al8
and Cleland et al9 did include segmental mobility tests in their standardized examination but none of these tests had sufficient
predictive validity to be included in the eventual prediction rules.
Is any other evidence putting our perhaps now somewhat shaken belief in the need for specificity to the test? Research
has shown that segmental specificity is a biomechanical impossibility when applying central postero-anterior pressures. In
the lumbar spine, for example, postero-anterior pressures resulted in motion of the entire lumbar region16,17 whereas in the
cervical spine, the same technique produced minimal if any intervertebral motion when applied at C2 or C618. So what about
the need for directional specificity? Chiradejnant et al19 noted no between-group differences on any of the outcome measures
used in a group of patients with low back pain who were treated with either unilateral or central postero-anterior or transverse
pressures that had been selected by the therapist based on examination findings or randomly generated.
Does the technique we use matter or will any manipulation do? In a case series, Cleland et al20 noted favorable outcomes
in patients who fit the prediction rule for manipulation in low back pain but who were treated with a rotational technique
aimed at the lumbar spine and not the technique purported to affect the sacroiliac joints used in the original studies5,6. Similarly, Van Schalkwyk and Parkin-Smith21 found no between-group post-intervention differences in patients with mechanical
neck pain and segmental restriction when using either a rotational or lateral break manipulation technique. In their systematic review of randomized controlled trials investigating manual therapy for patients with non-specific low back pain, Kent et
al22 noted that studies where the clinician was not given the choice of treatment technique actually had better short-term
outcomes with regard to pain and activity limitation than those studies where the clinicians were given a treatment choice;
long-term outcomes were equal in both types of studies. Haas et al23 showed that there were no short-term between-group
differences in pain and stiffness ratings when patients with neck pain were manipulated at a segment with decreased segmental mobility or at a randomly generated segment.
The fact that the assumption that clinicians can actually produce cavitation in a targeted joint has also been questioned
further complicates matters. Beffa and Mathews24 noted an equal distribution of cavitation induced from the sacroiliac to the
L3-L4 joints with thrust techniques aimed at either the sacroiliac or the L5-S1 joints. Ross et al25 noted that manipulation to
the lumbar and thoracic spine cavitated the targeted joint only about half the time: however, most procedures resulted in
multiple cavitations thereby including the target segment.
Finally, we have to wonder about the very existence of a joint-specific, mono-segmental lesion appropriate for specific
thrust intervention if we are still unable to determine its presence and characteristics used to guide manipulative interventions with any degree of clinically acceptable interrater agreement26,27.
So what do we do with all this evidence that brings into question one of the fundamental tenets of many schools of
thought within OMPT and manual medicine in general? Do we now sacrifice our holy cow of specificity? Should we be guided
solely by clinical prediction rules with regard to diagnosis and management of patients with back and neck pain? Many clinicians and researchers more experienced and learned than I am have weighed in on this issue. Some have rightfully questioned
the value we have traditionally placed on biomechanical constructs and suggested a greater emphasis on evidence-based diagnosis and management and continued research28,29, whereas others have justifiably noted that we should apply the same
standards of scientific rigor we would apply to any study relevant to diagnosis and management of neuromusculoskeletal dysfunction to these studies seemingly not supporting the concept of specificity30.
As an active OMPT clinician, I personally am very excited that recent research has provided me with evidence-based
guidelines with regard to diagnosis and management of some of the patients who come to see me for back and neck pain. I believe that treatment-based classification systems hold great promise to change the way we practice OMPT. However, I cannot
help but notice that I, as probably most of you, see a large number of patients who do not fit within the clinical prediction
rules discussed above. In fact, the number of patients to whom these rules apply is quite limited. So with many patients I still
make my mechanism-based diagnosis where I attach importance to segmental level, direction of perceived restriction, and
endfeel. I guess I am not yet ready to let go of my firmly held belief, although I am less worried that manipulating the “wrong”
level in the “wrong” direction may have dreadful results for my patient. It looks like my own sacred cow will survive for a bit
longer although she definitely seems less sacred than she once appeared to be . . .
Peter Huijbregts, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, FCAMT
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Table 1. Clinical prediction rules predictor variables
CPR to identify patients with LBP most likely to benefit from manipulation
•
•
•
•
•

Duration of current episode < 16 days
No symptoms distal to the knee
FABQW score < 19
≥ 1 hypomobile segment on lumbar segmental mobility testing
One or both hips with > 35 degrees of internal rotation range of motion

Abbreviated CPR to identify patients with LBP most likely to benefit from manipulation
• Duration of current episode less than 16 days
• No symptoms distal to the knee

CPR to identify patients with immediate response to cervical manipulation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial NDI < 11.50
Bilateral involvement pattern
Not performing sedentary work > 5 hours per day
Feeling better while moving the neck
Not feeling worse when extending the neck
Diagnosis of spondylosis without radiculopathy

CPR to identify patients with neck pain likely to respond to thoracic manipulation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Symptom duration < 30 days
No symptoms distal to the shoulder
Looking up does not aggravate symptoms
FABQPA score < 12
Diminished upper thoracic kyphosis
Cervical extension range of motion < 30 degrees

CPR-Clinical prediction rule; LBP-low back pain; FABQW-Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire Work Subscale; NDI-Neck Disability Index; FABQPAFear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire Physical Activity Subscale
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